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Frozen 2, Part2 - FEDBP Report 
 
You can find the full Frozen2 report here: 
https://www.INCPU.org/Frozen2.htm  
https://www.INCPU.org/Frozen2.pdf  
 
Or part 1 of this Frozen2 report, here: 
https://www.INCPU.org/Frozen2-pt1.htm    
https://www.INCPU.org/Frozen2-pt1.pdf   
 

**--**--**--** 
 
--- Here is Frozen2, part 2.  
 

>>> Trashy “Jokes” (if they can be called that…) <<< 
For many people, this will be really old material… because perverse jokes and bathroom “humor” repeat 
themselves… and it’s not only nasty and disgusting and perverse, but it’s also very repetitively nasty and disgusting 
and perverse. This demonic/Jesuit film is no different.  
 
We had intended to get to a part2 of our Frozen1 report, where we planned to note a few lightly obvious, but very 
much there examples of gender-fluid lies, as well as same-gender preaching, and even a few n*ked “jokes” (trolls 
and Kristoff), butt jokes (thanks to Olaf), and one or two beastiality references (Kristoff and his reindeer, Sven). 
But we never got to typing it. So, that’s a very short review. If you watch Frozen1 again and look for them, you’ll 
easily see them. Here are 3 that stood out from Frozen2. 
 
> “water has memory”  
Olaf makes a “joke” about how water passes through 8 or so people and animals…. As he’s explaining that water 
has “memory”.  
 
> beastiality  
As it was in Frozen 1, so it is also in Frozen 2. The quote from Frozen 1 in the song by the sorcery-trolls called 
“Fixer Upper”, where they note:  

https://www.incpu.org/Frozen2.htm
https://www.incpu.org/Frozen2.pdf
https://www.incpu.org/Frozen2-pt1.htm
https://www.incpu.org/Frozen2-pt1.pdf
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“…So he’s a bit of a fixer-upper 
So he’s got a few flaws 
Like his peculiar brain dear 
His thing with the reindeer 
That’s a little outside of nature’s laws!...” 
Source: https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics 
>> Yes, they actually said that… and a few other sexual references too… That “joke” about the reindeer is carried 
on in nuances and looks, and in a few short conversations with the native boy about the same age as Kristoff, 
named Ryder (brother of Honeymaren). In Frozen 2, one of those references is when Kristoff and Ryder are 
prepping for an impromptu “proposal” of sorts to Princess Anna. In the scene, Ryder is talking for the reindeer, 
and Kristoff stops him and says “Wait. You talk for them too?” And Ryder replies with something along the lines 
of: “Oh yeah. It’s like you can hear their thoughts. And then you just say it.” Also not a great idea to teach kiddos 
– to try to “read” thoughts of animals or humans… again, just another example of trying to get kiddos to consult 
demons or “familiar spirits” to help them “hear thoughts”.  
 
> Fire running between Olaf’s legs 
I’m sure there are other examples, but since I don’t have a copy of Frozen 2 to watch for them, I can just give you 
one more example. So, just after the Frozen2 team has gotten into the mist of the forest (see the plot-line at the 
beginning of this article), Elsa, Anna, Kristoff and Sven are walking around and trying to figure out where they are. 
Then they realize that Olaf is missing. Then we see Olaf, walking along, by himself and seemingly naively enjoying 
himself, until he gets spin around in a pile of leaves. He looks around, and keeps walking. Then, the pile of leaves 
falls on him from above. He stops and looks around, and then keeps walking, and says to himself saying “That’s 
Normal” Along the way, Olaf has been calling out for Elsa, Anna, Kristoff and Sven… and then throws in the name 
“Samantha”. Then he laughs at himself, because he says that he doesn’t “even know a Samantha”. Then a hole 
opens up in the ground, and Olaf looks down it and asks “Samantha?” Then he shakes of his confusion and keeps 
walking. And starts singing about how this will all make sense “When I Am Older”, including of why they are in this 
“enchanted wood”, where he sees a lot of creepy red-eyes and one set of white fangs, and he quickly leaves that 
dark part of the forest. As he’s singing, the fire-spirit runs between Olaf’s little frozen legs, supposedly burning his 
butt/groin area on the way through, to which Olaf jumps, then looks at his backside and keeps happily singing. 
That odd/semi-humorous song ends when he sees the glowing eyes of Nokk, the water-horse and goes running… 
and dodges a boulder from the earth-giants, has to duck under the jumping fire-spirit Bruni, and dodge the small-
spiral wind-spirit he later calls “Gale”. He then stops running, and looks around, thinking that everything is fine. 
But, just after he finishes loudly singing his song – the wind-spirit shows up behind him as a large tornado and 
whips off-screen when Olaf looks behind him. Then whips back onto screen and sweeps up Olaf and then the rest 
of the gang, and Olaf explains that they are meeting the “wind spirit”…  
> > Short analysis: There are lots of little wrong jokes here… “Samantha” is the well-known name for a 
witch/sorceress (not just the TV show), but also seems to be a reference to an un-included possible “romance” or 
“girlfriend” for Elsa. Again, undeveloped and never explained. However, the demonic-disney team has confirmed 
that they plan to give Elsa a “girlfriend” in Frozen3 … but they said they would in Frozen2, but pulled back so they 
could push the other lies and not get it banned for pushing the perverse and dishonorable same-gender lifestyle. 
We cover that topic in more detail, with links below. 
 

**--**--**--** 
 

>>> History behind the story <<< 

https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics#note-7269838
https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics#note-7269838
https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics#note-3129420
https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics#note-3129420
https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics#note-3129420
https://genius.com/Walt-disney-records-fixer-upper-lyrics
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Frozen 1 and 2, are set in a winter to mild-weather, mountain climate. According to disney-wiki, Scandinavian 
areas, but neither movie actually references which one. The movie is supposedly drawn from the story by Hans 
Christian Anderson called the “Snow Queen”, and the name “Hans” is used as one of the main villain characters, 
and disney-wiki notes that Hans is used in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark – so that gives you somewhat of a 
location for the films. The only place that is actually reference, with a slight alteration in spelling, is where the 
villain Hans and his team came from – Westleton, which is a real village in the province of Suffolk, England. As far 
as history, in the film, disney places the date at July 1839.  
 
Demonic disney places Frozen in The Viking territory of Norway (Epcot), alongside the Norse “gods”  and 
“goddesses” of Odin, Thor, and Loki, Freyja, Seeress, etc.  
 
As for the characters of Elsa and Anna, their history is different. First off, to say that Frozen 1 and 2 are adapted 
from Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Snow Queen”… is a bit of a stretch. The film has been adapted way beyond 
that tale, myth and nursery rhyme. Han’s tale: “The Snow Queen” would be more accurately depicted as the 
“white witch” in the work of occultic satanist, CS Lewis and his “Chronicles of Narnia – the Lion, Witch and 
Wardrobe”, of which demonic-disney’s Walden Media already did that tale. So the makers of Frozen 1 and 2, 
adapted it to be completely new story.  
> You can find out more about CS Lewis, at these sites - http://www.homemakerscorner.com/cslewis.htm 
 
What the Frozen- team chose to do with Frozen 1 and 2 is to make is a very interesting discussion about English 
and Russian royalty. The name Elsa is actually a slight variance of the name Elizabeth. And Anna has many forms, 
including Ann, Anne, and Anna. When you look up those two names in history, you find a couple of easy examples, 
though it’s hard to know for sure what the demonic-disney writers chose. What can be noticed is a Elizabeth/Anne 
reference in English royal history (1500s) and an Elizabeth/Anna reference in Russian royal history. Both appear to 
be Germanic-peoples, and many/most royal families are both into occultic practices and into all kinds of immoral 
activities, and have been known to pay for theater plays and/or “sermons” of acceptance of all life-style choices. 
With both families – both ladies were prominent royal figures and into sorcery, and questioned for involvement in 
immorality with male and female attendants/servants as well as fellow royalty.  
 
>> Below are two brief clips about the Russian Elizabeth, and then the British Elizabeth the 1st. You can see the 
articles to see the sources quoted. Each underlined word below also takes you to other articles. 
 
--- Empress Elizabeth of Russia 

“…Thus, by the end of May 1727, Elizabeth, at 17 years of age, had lost her fiancé and both of her 
parents; and furthermore, her half-nephew Peter II was on the throne. Her marriage prospects 
immediately dried up. They did not improve when, three years later, Peter II died and was succeeded 
by Elizabeth's first cousin, Empress Anna (ruled 1730–40), daughter of Peter the Great's elder 
brother Ivan V. There was little love lost between the cousins and no prospect of either any Russian 
nobleman or any foreign prince seeking Elizabeth's hand in marriage. Nor could Elizabeth marry a 
commoner because it would cost her not only her title and royal status, but also her property rights and 
her claim to the throne.[10] The fact that Elizabeth was something of a beauty did not bring her any 
advantage in marriage prospects; on the other hand, it earned her some resentment. When the Chinese 
minister in St. Petersburg was asked by the Empress Anna who was the most beautiful woman at her 
court, he pointed to Elizabeth, to Anna's intense displeasure.[11] …”  
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_of_Russia 
> https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-empress-of-Russia  

http://www.homemakerscorner.com/cslewis.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_II_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_the_Great
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_V_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_of_Russia#cite_note-FOOTNOTECoughlan197459-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_of_Russia#cite_note-FOOTNOTECowles197167-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_of_Russia
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-empress-of-Russia
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> http://www.saint-petersburg.com/royal-family/elizabeth/  

 
--- Queen Elizabeth the 1st of England  

“Elizabeth I (7 September 1533 – 24 March 1603)[1] was Queen of England and Ireland from 17 
November 1558 until her death on 24 March 1603. Sometimes called the Virgin 
Queen, Gloriana or Good Queen Bess, Elizabeth was the last of the five monarchs of the House of Tudor. 
  Elizabeth was the daughter of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn, his second wife, who was executed 
two-and-a-half years after Elizabeth's birth. Anne's marriage to Henry VIII was annulled, and Elizabeth 
was declared illegitimate. Her half-brother, Edward VI, ruled until his death in 1553, bequeathing the 
crown to Lady Jane Grey and ignoring the claims of his two half-sisters, Elizabeth and the Roman 
Catholic Mary, in spite of statute law to the contrary. Edward's will was set aside and Mary became 
queen, deposing Lady Jane Grey. During Mary's reign, Elizabeth was imprisoned for nearly a year on 
suspicion of supporting Protestant rebels. 
  In 1558 upon Mary's death, Elizabeth succeeded her half-sister to the throne and set out to rule 
by good counsel.[2] She depended heavily on a group of trusted advisers, led by William Cecil, 1st Baron 
Burghley. One of her first actions as queen was the establishment of an English Protestant church, of 
which she became the Supreme Governor. This Elizabethan Religious Settlement was to evolve into 
the Church of England. It was expected that Elizabeth would marry and produce an heir; however, 
despite numerous courtships, she never did. She was eventually succeeded by her first cousin twice 
removed, James VI of Scotland. She had earlier been responsible for the imprisonment and execution of 
James's mother, Mary, Queen of Scots…” 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England 
> https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-I  
> https://www.biography.com/royalty/queen-elizabeth-i  
> https://www.thoughtco.com/elizabeth-i-of-england-1221224 

 
**--**--**--** 

 

>>> Actors/voices <<< 
>> Jonathan Groff (voice of Kristoff)  
Jonathan has had 2 different same-gender “partners” in the 4 years before Frozen 1 (2013). Meaning: He is/has 
been living as a homosexual. 
> https://www.whosdatedwho.com/dating/jonathan-groff 
> https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2676147/?ref_=ttfc_fc_cl_t3 
> https://hollywoodmask.com/lgbtiq/jonathan-groff-gay-boyfriend-dating.html 

 
>> Josh Gad (voice of Olaf, the snowman) 
Josh has been openly married to Ida Darvish since May 2008, but has played a lot of roles where immoral jokes are 
pushed/promoted, so in his role as Olaf, he adds a lot of “gender fluidity” context… kind of a anything goes. Similar 
to what Ellen DeGeneres did with being the voice of “Dory” in “Finding Dory” (demonic disney, 2016). 
> https://www.celebscouples.com/dating/josh-gad-wife/ 
> https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1265802/?ref_=ttfc_fc_cl_t4 
> https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2277860/?ref_=nm_aiv_t4 

 
>> Idina Mendez (voice of Elsa: queen, sorceress, and “goddess”) 
Idina has been married to Aaron Lohr since 2017, previously Taye Diggs. Yet, despite being married, she makes it 
pretty clear that she’d be very supportive and quite happy for her voice-character Elsa to get a “girlfriend”. No 
joke. You can find that info seemingly all over the web.  

http://www.saint-petersburg.com/royal-family/elizabeth/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_English_monarchs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monarchy_of_Ireland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Tudor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_VIII
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Boleyn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_VI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Jane_Grey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Catholic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Catholic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_I_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Succession_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Cecil,_1st_Baron_Burghley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Cecil,_1st_Baron_Burghley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supreme_Governor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabethan_Religious_Settlement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_VI_of_Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary,_Queen_of_Scots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-I
https://www.biography.com/royalty/queen-elizabeth-i
https://www.thoughtco.com/elizabeth-i-of-england-1221224
https://www.whosdatedwho.com/dating/jonathan-groff
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2676147/?ref_=ttfc_fc_cl_t3
https://hollywoodmask.com/lgbtiq/jonathan-groff-gay-boyfriend-dating.html
https://www.celebscouples.com/dating/josh-gad-wife/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1265802/?ref_=ttfc_fc_cl_t4
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2277860/?ref_=nm_aiv_t4
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> https://www.whosdatedwho.com/dating/idina-menzel 
> https://movieweb.com/frozen-2-elsa-lesbian-girlfriend-idina-menzel/ 

 
>> Elsa and Honeymaren 
Yes, according to an article that was up a few weeks ago and is now down, the directors of Frozen 1 and 2 did 
finally show their full colors in giving Elsa a “girlfriend” by the name of Honeymaren. Yes, my team and I saw it 3 
times – it was in there. The girl that everyone thought might have been either “Samantha” or a “girlfriend” for 
Elsa, turns out to be a review of history and was Queen Iduna, Mom of Elsa and Anna – not “a girlfriend”. 
However, Queen Iduna’s relationship with her daughter Elsa is shown in an unusual way when Iduna passes the 
sorceress baton, so to speak, to Elsa during the song “Show Yourself”.  
 
But, in Frozen2, the directors say they were trying to keep this a sort of “origin’s story” for Elsa and her so-called 
icy/frozen “powers”. So, they kept the nuances of Elsa’s new “girlfriend” very low-key. You would miss them if you 
blinked or didn’t think through what you just saw. And this is not only confirmed by the director(s) of Frozen but 
also the small minority of same-gender perverts who love myths and sin-driven imaginations and have been 
clamoring for demonic/Jesuit disney to show its real colors – as okay with all kinds of perversion, as their “gay 
pride” days have shown for many years. There are many reasons all honest followers of Jesus should boycott 
disney, only going there to expose their evil – not to entertain themselves, their families and children with the 
trash and sin of demonic/Jesuit disney.  
 
Quick notes on Honeymaren before we move to the other concerning subjects. One of the subtle plotlines of 
Frozen2 was with individuals citizens of Arendelle and the native-tribe Northuldra. One of those was the budding 
friendship between Elsa (Queen of Arendelle) and Honeymaren (daughter of the chieftainess of the Northuldra 
people). What started as a barely acquaintance, become a “sitting around the fire chatting”, and with 
Honeymaren explaining about the symbols (crystals of the “elements”) on Elsa’s Mom’s scarf. The only other clue 
we have of this deeper-than-acquaintance friendship between Elsa and Honeymaren, is when the lady-chief and 
Honeymaren are talking at the end. Honeymaren says to Elsa that she should leave Arendelle (now that she’s a 
“goddess”) and come live in the forest. It’s not fully spelled out, but it’s there – in colorful ink and words. 
Demonic-disney has done it – again: pushing the perverse agendas of all sexually immoral lifestyles, including 
same-gender perversion. 
 
Below are plenty of more links to see for yourself: 
> https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2014/04/its-not-just-frozen-disney-has-always-been-subtly-pro-gay/361060/ 
> http://www.whatsgoingonnews.net/post/2016/05/04/when-ignorance-isnt-blissthe-disney-deception 
> https://pulpitandpen.org/2019/10/02/parental-warning-elsa-to-get-a-girlfriend-in-frozen-follow-up/ 
> https://wegotthiscovered.com/movies/honeymaren-reportedly-elsas-girlfriend-frozen-3/ 
> https://newsflash.one/2019/11/24/frozen-2-spoilers-elsa-girlfriend-situation-explained-as-director-talks-relationship/ 
> https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5452317/Director-Frozen-2-reveals-Disney-Elsa-girlfriend.html 
> https://www.huffpost.com/entry/frozen-director-elsa-girlfriend_n_5a9388c5e4b01e9e56bd1ead 

 
**--**--**--** 

 

>> Is Elsa responsible for her parents’ deaths? << 
Yes, you read that right – disney went there.  In the scene where the “wind-spirit” named “Gale” leads Elsa and 
Anna to their parents’ empty shipwrecked vessel… and that’s where the sisters find out that their parents died in 
the northern “Dark Sea” trying to get answers to how to help Elsa with her powers… meaning they died trying to 
help Elsa. Elsa takes this very hard and Anna has to really work to help Elsa realize it’s okay, and it’s not her fault 
what they chose to do. What happens next is both sisters, individually work to find and right the wrongs of the 

https://www.whosdatedwho.com/dating/idina-menzel
https://movieweb.com/frozen-2-elsa-lesbian-girlfriend-idina-menzel/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2014/04/its-not-just-frozen-disney-has-always-been-subtly-pro-gay/361060/
http://www.whatsgoingonnews.net/post/2016/05/04/when-ignorance-isnt-blissthe-disney-deception
https://pulpitandpen.org/2019/10/02/parental-warning-elsa-to-get-a-girlfriend-in-frozen-follow-up/
https://wegotthiscovered.com/movies/honeymaren-reportedly-elsas-girlfriend-frozen-3/
https://newsflash.one/2019/11/24/frozen-2-spoilers-elsa-girlfriend-situation-explained-as-director-talks-relationship/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5452317/Director-Frozen-2-reveals-Disney-Elsa-girlfriend.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/frozen-director-elsa-girlfriend_n_5a9388c5e4b01e9e56bd1ead
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past… in which, Elsa dies, but sends a snow-message (thanks to “Gale) to Anna who then cries over her sister’s 
death, then of Olaf’s evaporation… and then vows to do the “Next Right Thing”.  The next “right thing” to Anna 
was destroy the dam, even if it meant Arendelle might get flooded. That choice led her to awake the stone giants 
and get them to throw rocks at the dam – it was a risky plan, but it worked. And, in demonic disney-esque 
imagination, Elsa comes back to life (as Anna did in Frozen1) – a mock of resurrection with a hint of reincarnation 
– and Elsa (as the “fifth spirit” or “goddess” who controls the 4 spirits) then rode on the water-spirit horse through 
the waves and saves Arendelle from being flooded. And then Elsa is clearly the “Savior” who’s come back (quite 
literally) from the proverbial dead. It’s a moving scene… but also very disturbing.  
 
And that leads to the next questions. Why did demonic/Jesuit disney emphasize that Elsa was responsible for her 
parents death? Why did it take destroying a landmark (dam) to resurrect Elsa? Why was Arendelle saved from the 
flood? Having seen the whole movie twice, we caught a theme here – we all must “make peace” with the world 
powers, or they are going to use the weather-war weapons (pretending to be “God”) to attack us until we accept a 
one-world tyranny ruled by them. Seem far-fetched? Not if you listen to the words of Bill Nye, Bill Gates, British 
Royalty, and many other “dignitaries” who attend the yearly (and ramping up) “Climate Change” conferences, 
where they blame the modified weather on all humans, while ignoring/white-washing the fact that it’s the same 
elites who are pushing the “carbon-tax” digital currency who are also threatening us with their weather-modifying 
weapons (amplified simple sciences).  
 
This film, like the Sony-pictures “GeoStorm” is actually a man-made prophecy. That’s why it doesn’t make sense. If 
you can catch the main themes here, this demonic/Jesuit scheme all makes sense. 
1) Get the next generation to practice sorcery against their parents and honest followers of Jesus to bring in 
satan’s kingdom (man films in the last 10 years have pushed this – far too many to mention) 
2) Get the next generation to fight for “freedom” to do whatever anyone wants to do – which is essentially 
anarchy against God, and free-reign for satan, Rome/Jesuits and the NWO team. 
3) Threaten the next generation that if they don’t force everyone to accept the “Climate Accords”, then they will 
be killed off by the modified weather.  
 
This theme is also emphasized in clever little lines within the movie itself – one of them in the oddly-done “Lost in 
the Woods” song. The lines talk about Kristoff saying that he had been wondering the question: “when”, but now 
is asking the question of “whether”. If you know anything about disney’s double-wordings, the sound-alike word 
there, in the middle of a weather-related theme, is the word “weather”, not “whether”. Odd? Yes, for sure it is. 
But there is more information. 
 

**--**--**--** 
 

>> Geostorm << 
Most people have heard about a film by Sony pictures that came out last year called “GeoStorm”. It pretended 
that in the year “2019” (yes this year), that a network of weather-altering satellites would not only be in place, but 
also used to protect the world. But then 3 years later (2022), it would be sabotaged and would create world 
catastrophe until stopped by the inventor and his team. Some of us realized that this was a man-made threat and 
boast. The dishonesty in this prophecy is that our weather is being altered every single day by the toxins and 
heavy metal powders and viruses, etc that are being sprayed overhead in something called “chemtrails” – a multi-
billion dollar industry, that many are people are reporting on and have for decades.  
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You can find our reports here: 

Full report on the movie “GeoStorm” & topic of Geo-Engineering. 
(by the FEDBP and INCPU News teams) 
> www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-review-FEDBP-INCPU.htm  
> www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-review-FEDBP-INCPU.pdf  

This report in 2 sections also, for easier reading and research. 
Part 1 - GeoStorm movie review (FEDBP team) 
www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-report.htm  
www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-report.pdf  

Part 2 - Geo-Engineering report (INCPU team) 
www.incpu.org/GeoEngineering-INCPU-report.htm  
www.incpu.org/GeoEngineering-INCPU-report.pdf  

 
You can also find some of the lies of the Jesuits in our articles found at www.RestoreMBI.com 
> https://www.RestoreMBI.com/the-Jesuits.htm  
> http://www.RestoreMBI.com/SJ-exercise-psych-hero-myth.htm  
> https://www.RestoreMBI.com/Who-is-Mark-Jobe.htm  
> https://www.restorembi.com/SJO-USJ-list.htm  
 

More links in the Bibliography below as well.  
 

**--**--**--** 
 

>>> Conclusion <<< 
God makes it very clear throughout His Word (the Bible) that prophecies never come from man, but only God. 
Proud and demonic-driven men boast against God and His servants regularly – but God determines what they can 
do, when, and how much. And God protects His servants, only allowing what will teach them how to stand up to 
evil, and just enough to expose the evildoers so people can catch them and stand up to them – arrests, 
prosecutions, lawsuits, etc.  
“19 And so we have the prophetic word confirmed, which you do well to heed as a light that shines in a dark 
place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts; 20 knowing this first, that no prophecy of 
Scripture is of any private interpretation, 21 for prophecy never came by the will of man, but holy men of God 
spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit.” (2Peter 1:19-21) 
God not only wants you to grow stronger in standing up to evil, but Jesus led by example, and God commands us 
to. 
 
Read this passage through – it will encourage you 
“16 For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not 
perish but have everlasting life. 17 For God did not send His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that 
the world through Him might be saved. 18 He who believes in Him is not condemned; but he who does not 
believe is condemned already, because he has not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God. 19 And 
this is the condemnation, that the light has come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light, 
because their deeds were evil. 20 For everyone practicing evil hates the light and does not come to the light, lest 
his deeds should be exposed. 21 But he who does the truth comes to the light, that his deeds may be clearly 
seen, that they have been done in God."” (John 3:16-21) 

http://www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-review-FEDBP-INCPU.htm
http://www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-review-FEDBP-INCPU.pdf
http://www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-report.htm
http://www.incpu.org/GeoStorm-movie-report.pdf
http://www.incpu.org/GeoEngineering-INCPU-report.htm
http://www.incpu.org/GeoEngineering-INCPU-report.pdf
http://www.restorembi.com/
https://www.restorembi.com/the-Jesuits.htm
http://www.restorembi.com/SJ-exercise-psych-hero-myth.htm
https://www.restorembi.com/Who-is-Mark-Jobe.htm
https://www.restorembi.com/SJO-USJ-list.htm
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“11 And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them. 12 For it is shameful 
even to speak of those things which are done by them in secret. 13 But all things that are exposed are made 
manifest by the light, for whatever makes manifest is light.” (Ephesians 5:11-13) 
 
Jesus commended John the Baptizer, because he stood up to evil people rightly. And Jesus Himself granted John a 
huge reward, encouraging us to follow the same example.  
“22 Jesus answered and said to them, "Go and tell John the things you have seen and heard: that the blind see, 
the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have the gospel preached to 
them. 23 And blessed is he who is not offended because of Me." 24 When the messengers of John had departed, 
He began to speak to the multitudes concerning John: "What did you go out into the wilderness to see? A reed 
shaken by the wind? 25 But what did you go out to see? A man clothed in soft garments? Indeed those who are 
gorgeously appareled and live in luxury are in kings' courts. 26 But what did you go out to see? A prophet? Yes, I 
say to you, and more than a prophet. 27 This is he of whom it is written: 'Behold, I send My messenger before 
Your face, Who will prepare Your way before You.' 28 For I say to you, among those born of women there is not a 
greater prophet than John the Baptist; but he who is least in the kingdom of God is greater than he." (Luke 7:22-
28) 
 
Exposing evil and calling people to repent from willful sins *is* what it means to be salt and light in this dark 
world. “13 You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt loses its flavor, how shall it be seasoned? It is then good for 
nothing but to be thrown out and trampled underfoot by men. 14 You are the light of the world. A city that is set 
on a hill cannot be hidden. 15 Nor do they light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a lampstand, and it gives 
light to all who are in the house. 16 Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and 
glorify your Father in Heaven.” () 
 
So, let’s keep using the light of God’s Word to expose the evil and lies of satan, his fellow demons, and his human 
helpers, amen? Please consider sharing this anywhere and everywhere. We pray it helps many break free from at 
least some of satan’s lies and schemes and tricks for our generation, and the next generation to come.  
 
~ Watching, Preaching, Praying, Steven with the FEDBP ministry team 
 
 
 
 
 
 

**--**--**--** 
 

Bibliography and Extra Links: 
> Much research came from “The Complete Guide to the Vikings, 
Legendary warriors of the land and sea” (2019) by Centennial Media LLC 
in New York, NY, as well as other sources cited in this article. Centennial 
Media LLC is known for researching and published history magazines on 
all kinds of subjects, reporting fairly accurately, on the level of the 
sometimes questionable historians behind the “History Channel”. And by 
questionable, we mean that their facts are usually accurate – but leaving 
out key details to fill in the whole story. 

- “Norse Mythology” (2017) by Neil Gaiman, published by W.W. Norton 
and Company Inc, in New York, NY 
- “The Illustrated Book of Myths, Tales and Legends of the World” 
(1995) by Neil Philip, published by DK (Dorling Kindersley) 
> “Logi is a powerful Norse fire-spirit. In myths, he is the second son of 
the old frost-giant Mistblindi, also known as Fornjotr, born of a fire-giant 
mother just after the Flood. His older brother is Kari the North Wind, and 
his younger brother is Aegir the King of the Sea…”  
- https://whispersofyggdrasil.blogspot.com/2012/03/logi-fire-spirit.html 

https://whispersofyggdrasil.blogspot.com/2012/03/logi-fire-spirit.html
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> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neck_(water_spirit)  
https://d23.com/meet-the-enchanting-new-characters-of-frozen-2/ 
> https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Bruni 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salamanders_in_folklore 
> some other information can be deduced from this source too, but the 
writer of this article doesn’t know God and loves mythology, so he 
misquotes and mis-references the Bible - https://screenrant.com/frozen-
2-fire-spirit-demon-bruni-theory/ 
 
> https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2294629/fullcredits 
> https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Frozen 
>https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Duke_of_Weselton  
 
> https://wildhunt.org/2018/05/review-gods-of-the-vikings-invade-
disney-world.html 
> https://touringplans.com/blog/2018/04/20/epcot-debuts-gods-of-the-
vikings-exhibit-in-the-norway-pavilion/ 
 
> https://disney.fandom.com/wiki/Ahtohallan  
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Mythological_rivers 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Rivers_in_Norse_mythology 
 
> You can catch CS Lewis in some of his lies, especially in his mystical land 
of “Narnia” http://www.homemakerscorner.com/cslewis.htm 
 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_of_Russia 
> https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-empress-of-Russia  
> http://www.saint-petersburg.com/royal-family/elizabeth/  
 
> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England 
> https://www.britannica.com/biography/Elizabeth-I  
> https://www.biography.com/royalty/queen-elizabeth-i  
> https://www.thoughtco.com/elizabeth-i-of-england-1221224 
 
> Frozen 2 Cast – Ultimate quiz 
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SltK2nvKuI  
> Things Only Adults Noticed in Frozen2 
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnLqA8EHaf4 
> “When We’re Together” - Olaf’s Frozen Adventure 
[He raises good issues, but I disagree with his conclusion] 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/when-were-together.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdugkldCx10  
> Frozen 2 clips/trailers 
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-Hueqd2X_Q&t=211s 
> Frozen 2 – Elsa finds the truth 
Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EL8y--sVUw0 
> “That Time of Year” – Olaf’s Frozen Adventure 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/that-time-of-year.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLGBEETtEPc 
> “Get This Right” - Frozen2 
* Lyrics - https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-get-this-right.html  
* Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCGR6yJOFVs 

> Into the Unknown” - Frozen2 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-into-the-
unknown.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07kWy4mJES8 
> Home 
* Lyrics https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-home.html 
* Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVhvmprzFX4 
> “I Seek the Truth” - Frozen2 
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wGaT-QxmwM 
> Unmeltable Me – Frozen2 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-unmeltable-
me.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baYkLn4PDeE 
> “All Is Found” – Frozen 2 
* Lyrics – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5clJsH8UL_U  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1HL26K1nL0 
> “When I’m Older” – Frozen2  
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-when-i-am-
older.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=impoyQ-evts 
> “The Next Right Thing”Frozen2 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-the-next-right-
thing.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05ZPqcwvm6A 
> “Some Things Never Change” Frozen 2 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-some-things-
never-change.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIw28C5zAH4 
> “Show Yourself” 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-show-
yourself.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tj0GYm72SlI 
> Lost in the Woods 
* Lyrics – https://www.disneyclips.com/lyrics/frozen2-lost-in-the-
woods.html  
* Video – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xe9aaSTt6q8 
> Frozen 2 Soundtrack - Fire and Ice (Michael Barbera) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csjSUm13Aks 
 
Frozen 3 – Elsa to get a “girlfriend”? It seems so… now that she’s a 
“goddess”? That’s demonic/Jesuit disney for ya… here are several links 
on that subject 
> https://pulpitandpen.org/2019/10/02/parental-warning-elsa-to-get-a-
girlfriend-in-frozen-follow-up/ 
> https://wegotthiscovered.com/movies/honeymaren-reportedly-elsas-
girlfriend-frozen-3/ 
> https://newsflash.one/2019/11/24/frozen-2-spoilers-elsa-girlfriend-
situation-explained-as-director-talks-relationship/ 
> https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5452317/Director-
Frozen-2-reveals-Disney-Elsa-girlfriend.html 
> https://www.huffpost.com/entry/frozen-director-elsa-
girlfriend_n_5a9388c5e4b01e9e56bd1ead 
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